
Additional Stones

Druzy Pink Opal (rough) 

The Pink Opal is often associated with bringing non-
judgement and healing during your dream state. It
can be calming for those experiencing nightmares
or difficulty sleeping, offering a sense of grounding,  
comfort, and gentle ease.

Druzy Pink Opal is a rough stone created from over
a million years of crystallization. It deepens your
sense of compassion and empathy, opening the
heart to love, hope, and greater peace.

Druzy Quartz (rough) 
On the Druzy Quartz, you will see a layer of small
quartz crystals that have solidified on the surface of
a quartz-based mineral, giving the stone an
appearance like sugar.

This stone offers healing, clarity, and balance to its
carrier. It carries the opportunity for greater
reflection, self-exploration and attunement to one’s
psychic abilities. As such, it is often used to bring
insight when starting a new project.

Chrysanthemum Fossil (honed)

The Chrysanthemum stone is a truly magical
representation of the Earth’s creative power. Often
referred to as “the flower stone,” this crystal
features a pattern that resembles its namesake.
Years of geological change and rock movement
naturally created a stone that is now seen as a
symbol of optimism and joy.



Chrysanthemum Fossil assists in the spiritual journey, helping you
understand your Soul, develop a deeper bond with your emotional
body, and connect with your life’s purpose.  It is a stone that will
help you find your way if you feel lost, realigning you with a sense
of harmony, calm, and inner knowing.

Druzy Agate (rough) 

Druzy Agate is a rough stone that is formed over
millions of years as mineral-filled water sits on
another rock’s surface. As the water evaporates, the
minerals left behind create the formations seen on
this stone.

Druzy Agate brings the wearer a sense of peace,
love, and relaxation. With this stone, you are 
supported to lean into your truest self more deeply. It is a
balancing stone that brings inner power, harmony and strength.

Druzy Fluorite (rough)

Druzy Fluorite removes mental and emotional
blockages, helping you move through everyday life
with enhanced clarity of vision, wholeness, and
overall positivity.

Druzy Fluorite is lauded for its vibrant violet-purple
hues, which instill a sense of serenity. This stone
carries properties of detoxification, cleansing,
purity, and improved concentration.

HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT THESE STONES?

These one-of-a-kind pieces possess truly unique qualities.
Find out which stone is right for you by emailing us at:

wingedonesofficial@gmail.com.


